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ABSTRACT 
Digital technology has had a profound effect in every area of human activity. This 
technology has transformed the content and ideas of the printing press (ink and paper) 
into bitslbytes of electronic documents. Most importantly, digital technology has become 
a cornerstone in e-business and Internet marketing by increasing the ability of 
accessing and distributing information via electronic media. The focal point of this thesis 
is to design digital brochures for the Material Handling Industry of America (MHIA). PDF 
document will be used in converting the hard copy brochures into interactive electronic 
document format. These brochures include "Application Guidelines for Gravity Roller & 
Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends & Conveyor Systems". Before the conversion, the 
texts and images will be updated in order to reflect the current changes in the industry 
and the true picture of the company. Then it will be formatted for on screen reading. 
Finally, bookmarks and thumbnails will be added to increase the navigability of the PDF 
documents. Based on the review for this research study, digital technology is still in its 
early stages of development despite the expanded uses of PDF that have gone well 
beyond its initial scope of viewing and printing. Looking ahead, applications of digital 
technology will become an increasingly integral part of every business in response to 
competition and demand, and Adobe will continue to take up these challenges. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
Overview of the Study 
Regardless of the type of business, technology has become a cornerstone of 
success and it has changed the very nature of business. Today's economy is based on 
information and knowledge, thus the focus of any business should be on evolving 
technology and its effectiveness in reaching, serving, and retaining customers 
(Etterlberg, 2003). To put this in more specific terms, effective communication has 
become an important linkage between business and its customers. Moreover, the global 
market demands simple and immediate access to relevant information. In response to 
this growing demand, corrlpanies have to find the most efficient ways of information 
delivery. 
Modern technology has brought us several means of accessing and distributing 
information that can create value to businesses and customers alike. A digital document 
delivery system is one of the options available for Internet marketing and online 
businesses. This thesis discusses the design principles and implementation of 
interactive components of digital documents. The researcher evaluates some of the 
current format options available in delivering on-line information and develops a 
portable document file (PDF) with the most advanced features. These features provide 
users with the functions of index, navigation tools and text search while solving the 
potential problems users may face with digital documents. 
Background 
Technology is used to assist organizations in all aspects of their endeavors, 
whether these are operations, marketing, or human resources. Companies and 
organizations realize that keeping customers informed is an indispensable tool for 
generating both new and repeat business. Ever growing customers' expectations and 
the explosion of on-line business has increased the demand for high value digital 
communication tools that provide a better, faster, and more user-centric alternative. By 
providing these tools, a corrlpany not only guides their interactions with clients but also 
improves processes within the company, which in turn help establish better customer 
relationships. 
Today, many businesses tend to rely less on traditional communication systems 
such as Fax, telephone, and print documents. Many e-commerce marketers have 
increasingly recognized the impact of electronic documents on on-line business, noting 
the benefits added for both the organization and outside users. They invest in Internet 
based technologies such as digital documents to provide their customers with the latest 
communication tools. Digital documents assist on-line marketing by allowing creative 
and effective ways of distributing information while reaching out beyond the local 
markets and eliminating the middleman and related expenses. Digital technology has 
also fundamentally impacted the way products and services are conceived, 
manufactured, priced, distributed, and promoted (Bishop, 1998). These systems enable 
the marketing system to function at a high level of efficiency by automating nearly all 
paperwork transactions, and allowing organizations to complete business transactions 
at a faster rate and with minimum costs. It also improves customer service, facilitates 
external communication, and responds to changing market demands through enhancing 
the ability to interact directly via the web application. This leads to better overall 
business relationships with customers and prospects. 
Although digital technologies have become commor~place in most Internet 
marketing and on-line businesses, they have not been utilized for their fullest potential. 
Most on-line businesses do not use these technologies beyond their basic capabilities- 
putting pictures and text on the screen, and some file converting. Yet, digital documents 
can provide more advanced features such as better user interface that have been 
overlooked by many on-line businesses. The author examines these capabilities in 
relation to print documentation for the Material Handling Institute of America. 
The Material Handlirlg Industry of America (MHIA) is a leading nonprofit trade 
association of material handling and logistics equipment, systems and software 
manufacturers, consultants, systems integrators and simulators, third party logistics 
providers and publishers. The MHIA provides users with information on various 
conveyor systems in the form of application guidelines along with their illustrations, 
designs and specific descriptions. Some of the application guidelines include application 
for "Gravity Roller & Wheel Conveyors" and "Conveyor Product Section for Retail 
Trends", which are the focus of this thesis. 'The former application guidelines provide 
general design criteria and application data. This application is intended for use as 
general guidelines for selecting (non-powered) roller and wheel conveyors. The latter 
addresses retail trends and their irr~pact on conveyor systems. 
Statement of the Problem 
The intention of the MHlA is serving its clients by providing up-to-date information 
in the most convenient way. However, some of this information is outdated and currently 
available only on paper-based format (hard copy brochure). This does not facilitate 
good communication and may not reflect the true picture of the organization. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this thesis is to update the two paper-based brochures 
("Application Guidelines for Gravity Roller & Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends and 
their Impact on Suppliers' Application Conveyor Systems") and put them into interactive 
electronic format. 
Most digital documentation available on-line is lirnited to a digitalized version of 
the original document. The advanced features that the digital format can provide have 
been ignored. As a result, many users encounter difficulty in searching for and 
navigating through such unorganized digital documents on their computer screens. 
Objectives of the Study 
This study will accomplish the following objectives: 
Update the content of the information in the two brochures. 
Examine the new trends of digital documentation in on-line marketing. 
Determine the advanced features of digital documentation needed in the 
conversion of "Application Guidelines for Gravity Roller & Wheel 
Conveyors" and "Retail Trends and their Impact on Suppliers' Application 
Conveyor Systems." 
Design enhanced interactive digital brochures for the two applications 
guidelines-"Gravity Roller &Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends and 
their Impact on Suppliers' Application Conveyor Systems." 
Significance of the study 
The findings of the study will help the MHlA in many ways. First, the application 
guidelines ("Gravity Roller & Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends") will be current and 
can be easily updated and accessed. This enables MHlA to provide up to date 
information. Second, the digital system is an effective way of distributing information 
that allows the organization to reach a broad range of worldwide customers without 
incurring additional costs. This means MHlA becomes more efficient and can have 
better business relationships with their c~~stomers and prospects. Finally, the result can 
be used as a framework for similar work in the future. 
Limitations of the Study 
The conclusion drawn from this study may have some limitation due to the 
following reasons: 
Software development is changing rapidly. Therefore, this study can only 
rel'lect current software development. 
Specific document updates are limited to the two topics covered. 
Chapter Two 
Literature Review 
Introduction 
This chapter will review the basic concept of on-line marketing, and the growing 
use of digital documents. It will also further discuss the characteristics of the PDF file 
with special emphasis on the "Gravity Roller & Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends & 
Conveyor Systems" brochures. 
On-line marketing 
The lnternet has a significant impact on on-line marketing. It allows for a wealth 
of interactive marketing opportunities, making the world a smaller and more accessible 
marketplace, and offering an unprecedented immediacy to mass communication. One 
of the most developed uses of the lnternet is facilitating every interaction from 
answering specific questions to online ordering at the wholesale and retail levels. This 
has become an informational framework that potentially can replace traditional one-to- 
one, one-to-many, or many-to-one communication with web-based, simultaneous, 
many-to-many connectivity. The lnternet provides multimedia presentation abilities and 
an inexpensive cost structure, which in turn becomes the ideal tool for direct and 
channel marketing of goods and services (Brady, Forrest and Mizerski, 1997). 
Zimmerman (2000) asserts that the lnternet is redefinirlg business communications, 
modifying consumer behavior, mediating the relationship between business and its 
customers and facilitating real time discussions with all levels of channels. 
The use of the Internet, either as marketing channel or otherwise, is the wave of 
the future, as the net offers such benefits as low cost, high profit margins, quick 
exchange of information and user friendliness that intensifies the global market demand. 
For businesses to remain competitive and successful, they must make the move to 
riding the ever-evolving computer highway where the consumer marketiug is heading 
(Brady et al., 1997). 
Digital Documents 
Throughout communication history, the arrival of every communication system 
has made its contribution in making the world a smaller and more accessible place by 
offering an unprecedented immediacy to mass communication. Each of these 
technologies was a revolution in its own right, but none compares to the digital 
technology that has had a profound effect on every area of human activity. Since 
Gutenberg's invention of the printing press (that gave birth to the publishing industry), 
the need for more effective creation, dissemination, and utilization of recorded 
information has become more critical. As a result of this growing demand, several new 
technologies have come to in existence. But none has had such a significant impact on 
the printing press as digital technology. Digital technology has transformed the content 
and ideas of the printing press (inks and papers) into bitslbytes of information. 
Digitalization deals directly with content in digital form. Regardless of content, sound, 
video, pictures or writing can all be reduced to bits and bytes and then packaged, 
published, transmitted, viewed and passed to the millions of machines that are capable 
of interpreting those bits and bytes. Once the content has been entered into bits and 
bytes as a computer file, i t  has the potential to be reproduced in almost any format. As 
such, it has changed distribution channels by erasing the notion of scarcity and serving 
as a creative and effective way of information dissemination. Above all, digital 
technology has helped to provide a better way of interactive and real-time information 
delivery (Lewis & Luciana, 2005). 
As a publishing tool, digital technology provides many benefits over traditional 
print publishing. Digital doc~~ments can be handled without traditional office equipment 
such as fax machines, photocopiers and file cabinets by using computing and electronic 
data equipment. This allows for inexpensive distribution of documents, real-time 
dissemination of information and opportunity for immediate feedback. In addition, it 
provides the ability to send documents for viewing on screen by a large audience, while 
allowing users to retrieve information instantly from anywhere. Unlike manual paper 
handling, digital document can eliminate the issue of errors and space for storage. 
Another great advantage of the digital document is that it can be safely encrypted and 
password protected. Digital tect~nology is a hub for easy search of large publications 
with keywords that can be navigated with a mouse, which overcomes one of the 
greatest shortcomings with manual printing. Digital documents require lower operating 
costs, less expensive hardware and supplies, a limited number of staffing, minimal 
delivery & maintenance costs; it eliminates the risk associated with fire or theft and the 
problems with long-term retention of documents. In short, the digital revolution has 
given the ability to do all tasks-from initial creation of documents to final production, 
distribution and storage (Lewis & Luciana, 2005). 
Even though digital documents have become commonplace in Internet and on- 
line businesses, they represent a fairly new technology (Bear, 2003). This means that 
the digital document's evolution has not reached its highest peak. The format for 
documents came into existence along with the capability of storing it in digital format. 
But they were not widely accessible. Afterward, the advent of free software such as 
Adobe Acrobat Reader, made accessing and distributing information via electronic 
media and printing it with faxes, copiers, and printers possible. 
PDF Documents 
PDF stands for portable document file. This acronym describes the published file, 
as it is truly a portable document for individuals and corporations to publish doc~~ments 
for distribution in electronic format. This format was designed by Adobe, to represent 
documents in a manner that is independent of the original application software, 
hardware, and operating system that were used to create those documents. It is a 
secure and reliable platform for distribution and exchange of electronic doc~~ments and 
forms. Adobe Acrobat is software that is used to convert documents to PDF format 
either by importing into Acrobat documents authored in other applications or by 
converting documents created in another authoring application to PDF documents or 
other third party plug-ins. Acrobat complements PDF with unique capabilities like 
multiple zoom views, multiple methods of navigation, search capabilities, capacity to 
copy and paste text into other applications such as email or forms, and the ability to 
print some or all of a document to paper in a form nearly identical to the original 
document (Sahlin, 2003). 
PDF is a subset of PostScript language, yet it has several advantages over 
PostScript. PostScript is a computer language or a page description language that is 
run in an interpreter to generate an image and requires a fair amount of resources. A 
PDF file requires a very simple interpreter and resides in a single file that contains 
already-interpreted results of the PostScript source code. Thus it is less computation- 
intensive and faster to open, and there is a more direct correspondence between 
changes to items in the PDF page description and changes to the resulting appearance 
of the page. Also, PDF supports true object transparency while Postscript does not 
("Portable Document," n. d.). 
PDF offers other various benefits. One of its major benefits is providing an 
alternative sharing of bulky and arbitrary information storages. This information can be 
easily navigated, viewed by anyone, on any computer, with the only required software 
being the free Acrobat Reader. PDF has the ability to retain the original look and feel 
including all the fonts, formatting, colors, and graphics from creation to final output by 
properly reproducing all content information within the document. It allows hyperlinks, 
actions, bookmarks, and other meta-information that makes it suitable for document 
storage and retrieval. Simply put, PDF is an electronic version of paper documentation 
with extra hypertext, links, and other electronic object types such as movies and soclnds 
("Portable Document," n. d.). 
Moreover, its optimization and compression capabilities allow for small files and a 
fast download that enhance usability. Another benefit that comes with PDF is fast 
distribution, which saves time and money on printing and delivery fees for organizations. 
Adobe PDF is a basis for electronic transactions and is gaining popularity in most e- 
business and online marketing. It supports electronic forms, digital signature, and 
electronic mark-ups. It contains multiple computer languages, it allows proper margins 
and page breaks and view magnification for the high-end printing and publishing world 
("What is Adobe PDF?," n. d.). 
PDF Brochures 
PDF brochures have many advantages over traditional printed brochures. A PDF 
brochure is like a just-in-time document. Information can be received almost 
immediately upon request. People can access or print it from anywhere at anytime. It 
can be distributed electronically quickly and cheaply, and it can be used for repeat 
promotions while making the task of electronic distribution more efficient and secure. 
This directly reduces costs to both producers and consumers and also helps to ensure 
that relevant information will not be as easily overlooked. Electronic brochures reduce 
rework as they can be updated frequently (Hastings, Akselsen, & Cohen, 2003). 
The MHlA enjoys all these benefits (such as keeping up with the constant 
changes in the retail industry as well as the changes in conveyor systems technology) 
by simply converting the paper based application guidelines into PDF format. That 
means, the two brochures ("Application Guidelines for Gravity and Wheel Conveyors" 
and "Retail Trends and their Impact on Suppliers' Application of Conveyor Systems") in 
this project will easily be updated, accessed, and cheaply distributed. 
The main aim of this digital brochure is to provide the MHIA's clients easy and 
immediate access to up-to date information. That means the usability of the design is 
the core of this project. Thus, navigation tools will be embedded to ease access of 
information and enrich users' experiences. These tools will include thumbnails, and an 
interactive table of contents with hyperlinks, and detailed bookmarks. 
Navigation 
Navigation is a tool in Adobe Acrobat that is designed to provide faster, easier 
and more intuitive search tools. It is one of the many ways to move between pages in a 
PDF document and is similar in concept to turning the pages of a book. According to 
Fleming (1 998), a navigation system should be simple and flexible as it is one of the key 
parts in using and applying PDF. The Acrobat Reader features allow simple ways to 
access, view, navigate, search and print the PDF documents ('What is Adobe PDF?," n. 
d .). 
Acrobat PDF Bookmarks 
Bookmarks are a table of contents andlor index hyperlinks that appear in the left 
navigation panel and can be created with the full version of Acrobat. Bookmarks make 
PDF documents much easier to navigate and interact with by allowing a customized 
directory mechanism. Bookmarks can be altered to make them easy to find and 
organize, and are configured to perform actions. They allow the opening of a file or a 
web-link and enables creating a blank PDF document that is simply linked to other 
documents, files, web pages, or images ("Acrobat for Educators," n. d. ). 
Acrobat PDF Thumbnails 
Thumbnails are miniature views of each document in pages that can be 
displayed in the left navigation pane. They act as hyperlinks that users can simply click 
on to move through pages. They can also be used as zoom tools where users change 
the magnification of the selected page (Padova, 2001). 
Problems Assessment 
Since its inception, PDF document has made huge progress. Its latest version, 
Acrobat 7.0, gives it a solid upgrade with a host of new features and enhancements for 
both general business documentation and for design and engineering documentation. 
However, some limitations still remain (Khemlani, 2005). Some of the main challenges 
will be discussed below. 
According to Nielsen (2003), PDF was designed to fit printable pages, not a 
computer screen. The content is thus optimized for letter-sized sheets of paper, not for 
display in a browser window. PDF documents also typically lack hypertext, because 
they are designed with print in mind. 
PDF document has built-in features but the document interaction is page based 
and its long text takes up many screens. Hence, it is unpleasant and boring to read 
which causes severe usability problems online. Concerning digital brochures, there are 
some challenges that may impact the success of digital documentation (Nielsen, 2003). 
Another challenge, according to Nielsen (2003), is that PDF is not the standard 
Web page format, living in its own environment with different commands and menus, 
and it dumps users into a non-standard user interface. Even simple tasks like printing or 
saving documents are difficult because standard browser commands do not work. 
Users often can't find a simple way to return to site homepages, which makes moving 
difficult within the information space while relating to the rest of the site. This might 
cause deviation from the norm and hurt usability. In addition, PDF lacks a decent search 
capability. Most PDF files are large with little or no search function. So it often takes a 
longer time to download and crashes the users' browsers or computers, and this turns 
away users easily (Nielsen, 2003). 
Strategy Development 
Fleming (1998) stated that navigation design is one of the most important 
features of digital docl-~ment. Navigation systems should be simple, flexible, search 
engine friendly, convenient and promote enjoyable users' experiences that facilitate 
good communication. It should also allow an easy way to access, view, navigate, 
search and print the PDF documents. The key elements of the navigation design will be 
discussed below. 
First, the simplicity of the document should be taken from a user's perspective. 
PDF strictly preserves the original layout and is more devoted to describing the content 
of a document. This creates a bad initial impact and leads to more confusion. lnternet 
users have little time to browse through content. Browsing extensive content of a large 
document can be frustrating for users. Hence, content should be rendered to suit the 
viewer rather than the content provider (Nielsen, 2003). 
Second, files should be compact because compression allows small files and fast 
downloads. Thus, a file must not be larger than three megabytes. The rate of change in 
the computer industry is rapid, but bandwidth has not kept up. Multimedia has had a 
compelling impact on users though it is not the best media when it comes to 
downloading via the lnternet (Fleming, 1998). 
Third, the navigation tools should be intuitive (Fleming, 1998). That means 
navigation system should be clear and concise, guiding users through the browser. 
Users should easily know where they are, where they can go, how they will get there, 
and how they can get back where they started. 
Last is compatibility. As with any lnternet software, many users are behind in 
upgrading and keeping up with new formats. PDF 7.0 is now the latest versioli but even 
among lnternet professionals, there are still many people who have Acrobat version 5.0 
installed on their machines. To overcome this problem, Nielsen (2003) suggests the use 
of a PDF document format that is at least one version behind and using only the 
functions that are compatible with the older version. 
Chapter Three 
Methodology 
Introduction 
One of the main subjects of this study is to create electronic brochures for MHIA. 
This chapter will focus on the methodology and steps that were followed in the actual 
conversion of the two-paper format application guidelines brochl~res to PDF documents. 
The four steps include: text acquisition, image acquisition, updating and editing texts 
and images, formatting texts and images. 
Text Acquisition 
All the texts were acquired by scanning the original documents ("Gravity 
Roller & Wheel Conveyors" and "Retail Trends & Conveyor Systems") as outlined 
in detail in chapter four. 
Image Acquisition 
Similarly, images were scanned from the original brochures separately from the 
text and saved into a different file. 
Updating and Editing Texts 
Some of the information in the original brochures was out-dated. That means the 
application guidelines needed to be updated in order to reflect the true picture of the 
industry. All the technical information on the conveyor systems was provided by MHIA 
through communication with engineers at the company. In addition the author did library 
research and gathered the most current statistical figures on retail trends, revised and 
edited the content of the documents while it was in Word format. 
Formatting Texts and Images 
Both the texts and images had to be formatted for on-screen reading in Microsoft 
Word format before the actual creation of the PDF documents. 
The details of each of these steps will be discussed in the following chapter 
Chapter Four 
Digital Brochure Creation Procedures 
Introduction 
This chapter will focus on the actual creation of the digital (PDF) documents for 
the two application guidelines as well as the procedures that were followed in the 
conversion process. These procedures involve: Texts Acquisition, lmages Acq~~isition, 
Updating and Editing Texts and Images, Formatting Texts and Images, File Conversion 
and Adding and Enhancing Navigation Tools. 
Texts Acquisition 
Scanning the original documents was the first step in the actual creation of the 
electronic document. The main texts were scanned from the original hard copy 
brochures. These brochures were provided by the MHIA. For scanl-ling these 
documents, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software was used. This software 
allows the conversion of any hard copy text into editable digital format. During scanning, 
techniques such setting resolution at high (300dp) and adjusting the contrast and 
brightness were applied to enhance the accuracy and clarity of the text. 
lmages Acquisition 
The original documents not only consist of prose, but also illustrations, designs of 
the conveyor systems along with their descriptions, and tables with statistical figures. 
lmages were scanned separately from the texts. Individual and groups of images were 
scanned from the original documents and saved in different word document files. 
Techniques used during image scanning are discussed below. 
First, in order to capture good quality images and compressed file, the 
default image format was set to GIF (Graphic Interchange Format). This format is 
the most preferred file format for images that can be used on Web graphics and 
multiple platforms. 
Secondly, the default image resolution was adjusted to the highest resolution 
possible. This enables one to reproduce the details of the original drawings. 
Updating and Editing Texts and Images 
Before the actual creation of the digital documents, the contents of the text had to 
be updated and edited to reflect the current changes in the industry. The information 
was gathered through personal communication with engineers at MHIA, as well as 
library and Internet research. The changes made to each brochure will be discussed 
below. 
Changes Made to "Gravity Roller and Wheel Conveyors" 
This document is intended to provide general application guidelines for selecting 
gravity roller and wheel conveyors. However, there were limited details in regard to 
bearing selection, diameter requirements, wheel selection and spacing on the wheel 
conveyors section in the original document. To address this issue, questions were 
drafted and sent to the MHIA's engineers. Boyce Bonham (personal communication, 
December 2, 2005) provided the missing information as described below. This 
information was added to sections 3.2 'WHEEL SPACING" (page 13) and section 3.3 
"BEARING SELECTION" of the new brochure. 
Bearing choices in skate wheel conveyor is irr~portant but also the material 
the wheel is constructed from is important. You have to not only consider 
the load that it will have to carry but also how much force is required to 
make the wheel turn. The force to make the wheel turn is a factor of 
friction in the bearing and the inertia of the wheel. Bearings are typically 
non-precision ball bearings with light lubrication. Materials include steel, 
stainless steel, and composite plastics. 
The composite wheels often are designed to twn directly on the axle with 
no ball bearing. Special axle coatings are offered in some cases to lessen 
the friction of the wheel on the axle. The aluminum and composite wheels 
offer less inertia so packages may flow at less decline angle. The steel 
wheels offer higher load capacities. 
There are also rubber and urethane tires offered for placement on the steel 
and aluminum wheels to use when it is undesirable to have metal in 
contact with the conveyed products. 
Wheel diameter is typically 1 15116 inch for package handling. 
(Approximately 2 118" diameter for applications where rubberlurethane tires 
are applied.). Wheel diameter of 2 112 inches is available for heavy-duty 
applications such as pallet handling. 
Axle spacings vary but is typically 1 112 inch, 3 inch, or 4 inch. 
Certainly other variations are possible but those are the most popular for 
standard offerings. 
Wheel spacing across the width vary also. For dense patters where 
product size is small or where load requirement is high the wheels may be 
as little as 1 314 is centers. Other applications where load requirement is 
light and it is desirable to keep cost down and keep the conveyor weight 
down the wheels may be up to 6" or even 8" centers. 
Changes Made to "Retail Trends and Conveyor Systems" 
As the retail industry is one of the most rapidly growing and dynamic industries, it 
requires frequent updates in order to keep up with the changing trends. Hence, in this 
project most of the information in the new brochure had to be updated as detailed 
below. 
The total retail sales in the U.S (Page 3, paragraph I ) were 2,566 billion in 1997 
in the original document. This figure was updated to $3,399 billion as reported on the 
U.S Census Bureau website (2003), the latest year for which complete data are 
available. The1998 Ur~ion Pacific Railroad experience was stated as a bottleneck 
example in the last line of paragraph one. This information (page 3, paragraph I )  was 
changed to the more recent ongoing bottleneck issue of the Los Angeles Port ("Shipping 
Bottleneck", n. d.). 
Table 1, (page 4) consists of retail sales in the United States with a list of durable 
and nondurable goods with dollar value. All the information and figures in this table were 
updated to the most current available data provided by the U.S. Census Bureau website 
(2004). Additional points were added to the content of 'What are the Trends?" section 
(paragraph 1, page 5). This emphasizes how business operations correlate with 
customer responsiveness. Also added was a list of trends (page 6) with descriptions 
such as demand-based replenishment, Store-Ready Load, RFlD (Radio Frequency 
Identification), and Reverse logistics (Siemens, 2005). In addition a list of outdated 
trends was removed. 
For the "Effects on Suppliers" section, third party logistics (3PL) and Multi- 
Shipper Consolidation with descriptions replaced the "traveling salesman problem", 
(page 7). Transportation integration (page 8) was added to the list of supply chain and 
its components (Siemens, 2005). Table 2 (page 7) consists of the top ten largest retail 
companies in the United States with related statistical data. This information was 
updated to reflect the most current information as reported by Mergent Online (2004). 
Several changes were made to "The Internet-Retail & Supply Operations" section 
(page 8-9) as described below. According to Computer Industry Almanac (2004), in the 
year 2005, the worldwide lnternet users surpassed one billion (this number is estimated 
to reach 2 billion by year 20 1 1 ); the United States was leading with nearly two hundred 
million users. A recent study conducted by the Momentum Research Group found that 
U.S. orgar~izations realized $ 155 billion cumulative cost savings over a three year 
period and they expect to realize $0.5 trillion by 2010 through deploying lnternet 
business solutions (Gattorna, 2003). A Chain Store Age article (2004) noted that 
lnternet sales are expected to account for roughlyl2% of total retail sales. According to 
a Forrester Research, Inc. forecast, total electronic commerce is projected to reach 
$316 billion by year 2010 (as cited in Richard K Miller & Assoc, Inc., 2005). 
Finally, the executive sumniary was updated to reflect the highlights of the 
changes made to the text. 
Formatting Texts and Images 
Before the formatting, the images had to be merged with the text. First, the 
images were copied from the word document where they were originally stored after 
scanning and pasted into the appropriate places among the texts. In order to enhance 
the quality of the document, more techniques such as high resolution and readjusting 
the size of the images were applied. Finally, both the texts and images were formatted 
for on-screen reading while they were in Microsoft Word format. 
In addition, the following techniques were used in editing the images: the black 
and white threshold was adjusted to black and white output type; filters were used to 
clean undesirable patterns in printed items, illustrations and designs by using Adobe 
Photo Shop 7.0 and Microsoft Paint. Lastly the images were resized to the output 
dimensions. 
File Conversion 
Converting the file into PDF was the last step of the project. The main aim of this 
digital brochure is to provide MHIA's clients easy and immediate access to up-to-date 
information. Putting the two paper-based brochures into an interactive electronic format 
would satisfy this purpose. A PDF document can be created in a number of different 
ways. In this project, however, Acrobat was used to create PDF files from Microsoft 
Word files as outlined in "Adobe Acrobat 7 for Windows & Macintosh." 
Creating PDF File (Alspach, 2005 p. 68). 
1. In Acrobat, choose FileXreate PDF> From File or Navigate to the 
file, then click Open. 
2. Select File >Save As. 
3. Enter a name for the PDF, and select a location where you want to 
save it. 
4. Press EnterIReturn or Click Save. 
Adding Navigation Tools 
Acrobat has several features that enhance navigation through PDF documents 
by allowing users to click buttons to go wherever they desire, exploring facts according 
to their interests, or quickly accessing specific passages. Among the several navigation 
tools, bookmarks and thumbnails were actually created for this project. These two 
navigational tools usually come automatically within an authoring application. Below are 
the steps followed for creating and enhancing bookmarks and thumbnails in the two 
brochures. Figures 1 and 2 show the bookmarks and thumbnails created for this project 
respectively. 
Creating Bookmarks (Alspach, 2005 p. 108) 
To use a bookmark: 
1. Display the bookmarks pane by choosing View > Navigation tabs > 
Bookmarks or Click the Bookmarks tab on the left side of the 
Navigation pane. 
2. Click the desired bookmark. 
To create a bookmark (Alspach, 2005 p. 109): 
1. Display the Bookmarks pane. 
2. Click to select the bookmark. 
3. Navigate to the spot in the desired document (bookmark's 
destination). 
4. Zoom into the desired magr~ification at the desired spot. 
5. Select the desired text (use the Text Select tool). 
6. Click the New Bookmark button at the top of the Bookmarks pane or 
choose New Bookmark (Ctrl+/Command+B) from the Options pop- 
up menu in the Bookmarks pane. 
Figure?. Bookmarks created for the "Gravity Rollers and Wheel Conveyors"Brochure 
Thumbnails 
Acrobat creates thumbnails for every page in the document and stores them 
permanently within the PDF. But it takes several seconds to show all the page 
thumbnails. With the embedding feature, thumbnails will be displayed immediately while 
moving to a different part of the document. Figure 2 shows the thumbnails created for 
this project. 
To embed thumbnails in a document (Alspach, 2005 p. 89): 
1. Choose View >Navigation Tabs>Pages or Click the pages tab along the left 
edge of the document. 
2. Choose Embed All Page Thurr~bnails ,from the pages pane pop-up 
menu. 
.,-.----- I , .  @ - 1  
Figure 2. Thumbnails created for the "Gravity Rollers and Wheel Conveyors" Brochure. 
Chapter Five 
Summary, Conclusion and Recommendation 
Introduction 
Digital technologies are not new for most Internet marketing and on-line 
business. These businesses have been using Adobe PDF, a powerful tool to create a 
document with interactive features. This interactivity will enhance the document's ability 
to deliver a rich Adobe PDF experience to viewers as they move around the docunient's 
content. In this project, a PDF was created with interactive features. This chapter will 
summarize the results of this process, the conclusion and implications of the study, the 
significant benefits to MHIA, and recommendations and suggestions for future research. 
Statement of the Problem 
As stated in chapter one, the Material Handling Industry of America (MHIA) is a 
leading nonprofit trade association of material handling and logistics equipment, 
systems and software manufacturers, and related industry providers. They provide 
information in the form of application guidelines such as "Gravity Roller & Wheel 
Conveyors", "Retail Trends & Conveyor Systems" and others to their members and 
industry clients. Nevertheless, some of this information was not up to date and 
accessible only in paper format. The aim of this project is to update this information and 
make it available in a more searchable digital document. 
Summary 
Before the conversion of the paper based brochures into interactive electronic 
format, the original docl~ment had to be scanned using OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) software and saved in Word format. To reflect the current changes in the 
industry, the contents of the text were updated. The information was gathered through 
communication with the company and library and Internet research. Next, both the text 
and the images were edited and formatted for screen reading by applying various 
techniques as outlined in detail in the previous chapter. Finally, Acrobat was used to 
create the PDF files from Microsoft Word. Moreover, to enhance the navigability of the 
PDF documents, bookmarks and thumbnails were added to each of the PDF files. 
Benefifs to MHIA: 
Provide immediate access for customers to more up-to-date information. 
Update and edit information and document's content as needed. 
Reach a broad range of worldwide customers. 
Reduce costs through automation of transactions. 
Improve company business processes and customer relations through facilitating 
good communication. 
Provide an opportunity for direct marketing and better relationships with 
customers and trade partners. 
Recommendations for MHIA 's Future Work 
The customer's well-being is the most important ingredient for any business 
success. Most people know that without customers there is no business, no prosperity 
and no growth. Poor customer service produces dissatisfied customers. This means 
that customers will simply take their business somewhere else (Curry, 2004). The global 
market demands simple and immediate access to relevant information. MHlA is well 
aware of this and has the intention to meet this growing demand through effective 
corr~mur~ication. MHlA decided to take the first step through designing a digital 
document that enables information accessibility on-line. This will allow MHlA to provide 
more information to reach a broad range of worldwide customers without incurring 
higher costs. However, in order to achieve profit and growth, MHlA should not only seek 
the most efficient ways of information delivery but also create a system that involves 
interested parties across the board. This includes facilitating access to other relevant 
information from multiple sources to build a user centric operation that allows customer 
interaction and web based self-service capabilities. Only then will MHlA enjoy the full 
benefits that on-line marketing offers, allowing them to achieve performance levels 
essential to meeting and exceeding the rising expectations of customers, which, in turn, 
results in growth and prosperity. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Looking on this digital document creation and reviewing the literature, the 
following points are suggested for further study. 
Additional PDF features currently available, such as interactive buttons, can 
be added to enhance the intuitiveness and navigability of the document. 
The information in the text of this digital document can, and should be 
updated regularly. 
New features of PDF can be added by upgrading to the newest version of 
Adobe Acrobat on an ongoing basis. 
Newer functions should be compatible with the older version. This can be 
done by limiting the upgrading to at least one version behind. 
File formats other than PDF may be considered to explore the potential of 
other software should MHlA deem this necessary. 
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FOREWORD 
This document provides general application guidelines for selecting gravity (non-powered) roller and 
wheel conveyors . The material presented here incorporates recommendations from the major suppliers of 
gravity conveyors . It is intended for use as a general reference only . For additional information. CEMA 
Standard No . 401. "Roller Conveyors -Non Powered. " provides design criteria and application data . The 
individual supplier of gravity roller or wheel conveyors should be consulted for specific equipment 
capabilities and application requirements . Use of this document does not imply any warranty or 
responsibility by any of the member companies. the Conveyor Product Section. or the Material Handling 
Institute of America. Inc . 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Gravity, or non-powered, roller and wheel conveyors can often provide effective and economical 
solutions to many handling problems. Gravity conveyors are versatile, with a wide range of applications in 
processing and assembly areas, packing, and warehousing. 
With appropriate engineering, they can be used in a wide variety of industries. For example, sanitary 
gravity conveyors can be specified in food processing and medical facilities; heavy-duty roller conveyors 
can be selected for use in foundries or steel processing plants. With special features, gravity conveyors 
can add flexibility to handling solutions; e.g., portable and/or extendable conveyors can be used for 
temporary jobs in areas such as loading docks. In addition, gravity conveyors can be used in conjunction 
with powered systems to extend the range of potential applications even further. 
1.1 PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS 
Gravity roller conveyors support loads on a series of rollers mounted on axles at fixed intervals in a 
frame. Similarly, wheel conveyor support the load on a series of skate-wheels mounted on a shaft in a 
frame. Roller and wheel spacing are dependent upon the load to be handled. Gravity wheel conveyors 
are ideal for light-duty handling requirements where the load bottom is flat and smooth. Gravity roller 
conveyors have a broader range of application. 
Both types of gravity conveyors can be used to move products either: 
1) horizontally by means of a manual push, or 
2) down a sloped or pitched decline, by means of gravity. 
Safety and damage prevention are of particular concern when product moves freely down a pitched 
conveyor section. Selection and design of any roller or wheel conveyor system requires a careful analysis 
of the load to be handled and the requirements of the move. Some general considerations are illustrated 
below, and Table 1 provides a summary of key concerns when selecting gravity roller and 
PRODUCT SHOULD HAVE A GMOOTH. FIRM 
CONVEYABLE Wl lOM 
ROUND OBJECTS WY 
NEED GUARDS 
Table 1. Considerations in the selection 
of roller and wheel conveyors 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
For pitched conveyors, the maximum practical conveyor length without deceleration devices must be determined, 
based on product weight, size, pitch, etc. 
Designs which specifL long accumulation lines should be examined to ensure that there will be no damage due to 
load impact or high line pressure. 
Use caution when mixing light and heavy loads with sloped conveyors because optimum pitch selection is difficult 
when loads vary. 
GRAVITY ROLLER CONVEYORS 
Wide range of product types can be conveyed, as compared to wheel conveyors. 
Generally better than wheels for steep declines. 
Roller conveyor has no minimum product width, unlike wheel conveyors. 
The nature of the load bottom is less restricted than for wheels. For example, corrugated cartons can be in good or 
fair condition. 
Product can be slid onto the conveyor f?om the side; wheels are not recommended in this situation. 
GRAVITY WHEEL CONVEYORS 
Most portable conveyor. 
Maintains product orientation better than rollers, particularly around curves. Requires less pitch than roller conveyor 
for gravity movement. 
Load bottoms must be flat, sturdy, and smooth. Cannot convey wire baskets or containers with chimed bottoms. 
Corrugated cartons must be in good condition; wheels tend to indent soft containers. 
Generally the best conveyor for lightweight loads. 
1.2 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
Successful application of gravity roller and wheel conveyors requires asking the correct questions and 
properly specifying the equipment needed. The following checklist should be used to insure that all 
requirements are identified. 
. 
INFORMATION CHECKLIST 
1. What are the dimensions and weight of the product(s) to be conveyed? 
Minimum Average Maximum 
Length 
Width 
Height 
Weight 
2. What is the condition or type of conveying surface(s)? 
Ideally, the conveying surface(s) should have the following characteristics: 
Firms, smooth, flat bottom Free of projections (nails, loose flaps) 
Note any special concerns such as the following: 
Soft surface Boxes with cleats 
Loads with uneven bottoms Loads that can shift and spill 
Wire-bound boxes Wire baskets 
Multi-wall bags Drums 
3. How will the product be loaded onto the conveyor? 
Manually Forklift 
Overhead hoist From another conveyor 
Other 
Will the conveyor be subject to shock loading? 
If so, from what height above the conveyor will the product be dropped? 
4. What will be the rate of loading? 
Number of items per hour Spacing between loads 
5. What are the operating conditions? 
Normal room temperature Extreme heat (degree ) 
Extreme cold (degree-) Humid or wet atmosphere 
Dusty atmosphere Corrosive fumes 
Sanitary conditions required Other 
2.0 GRAVITY ROLLER CONVEYORS 
2.1 GRAVITY ROLLER CONFIGURATIONS 
A typical gravity roller conveyor configuration consists of straight and/or curved sections. Straight 
sections are generally available in standard 10' lengths in bed widths from 12" to 54", depending on the 
roller diameter. Curved sections typically are available in 45 and 90 degree curves with a range of radii 
from which to select. Curves will be addressed in more detail in Section 2.7. 
When roller conveyors are sloped for gravity movement of the load without deceleration devices, 
there is a maximum practical length for the conveyor to avoid damage to the load. The maximum length 
will depend on a number of factors, including weight, size, condition of the carrying surface, and type of 
load. Longer conveying distances will permit excessive speeds which can result in damage to products as 
they stop; cause jackknifing of products; and cause overrun of curves. One supplier recommends a 
maximum practical limit in the range of 40 to 50'. Speed control devices or "brake" rolls might be required 
to minimize excessive speed. 
There are two configurations for roller position relative to the frame rail. Rollers set high have their 
carrying surface above the top edge of the frame rail. This approach provides some measure of flexibility 
to accommodate changes in product widths. Rollers set low have their carrying surface below the top 
edge of the frame rail, thus eliminating the need for guard rails. 
Roller Pomltlon 
ROLLERS SET HIGH ROLLERS SET LOW 
In addition to standard straight and curved sections, a variety of accessories are available to increase 
the capability of a gravity roller system. Among these accessories are spur sections, converging sections, 
gate sections, switch sections, turntables, ball transfer tables, and others. 
The following sections outline the major steps required in the selection of gravity roller conveyors. 
2.2 BEARING SELECTION 
Selection of the proper bearing is an important factor in designing a roller conveyor. Roller conveyor 
bearings include plain, dust-tight, grease-packed, and greaseable options. Major consideration should be 
given to the conveyor operating conditions in determining bearing requirements. 
Area Conditions Bearinns Recommended 
Dry and dust free Plain ball bearing 
Dusty area Dust-tight grease-packed 
Wet, humid area Pressure-lubricated bearing 
Dust-tight grease-packed bearing 
Stainless steel 
Excessive heat Plain ball bearing 
Pressure-lubricated bearing 
Stainless steel balls 
Since lubricants add resistance to revolution, they should not be used in gravity applications (see 
Section 2.7). For further information on bearing selection, refer to CEMA bearing calculations. 
2.3 ROLLER SPACING 
When designing a roller conveyor, the most important consideration is roller spacing. A minimum of 
three rollers must support the smallest load at all times. Loads with less than three roller supports have 
the potential to tip and jam, disrupting the flow of products on the conveyor. Loads with bumpy, flexible, or 
soft bottoms should be carried by four or more rollers. 
To determine maximum roller center-to-center spacing, divide the length dimension of the load by the 
number of rollers needed for support (at least three). Choose a roller section with center-to-center roller 
spacing less than or equal to the number calculated. The calculation must be based on the shortest load 
length expected. The recommended maximum center- to-center spacing is 12". Always consider the 
resulting effect of supporting the load on the bottom surface of the load. The deformation that results may 
prevent loads from starting from stop on a gravity conveyor. Flimsy pallet bottom boards have fractured 
from this contact. The footprint of the load should be carefully analyzed. 
The next consideration is load rating. Will three rollers support the weight of the package? Suppose a 
24" load weighs 400 Ibs, and the capacity of a roller under consideration is 100 Ibs. This means that a 
minimum of four rollers must be under the load at all times. Taking the 24" load length and dividing by 
four rollers results in a requirement for 6" center spacing. 
The load in this example is equal to the full capacity of the rollers. A 6" center spacing would require 
that the conveying surface of the load be nearly perfect and that the package length be at least 24". 
Rarely are loads entirely perfect; they generally will vary slightly both in surface irregularities and load 
length. This variation presents the problem of the load being properly distributed over the rollers. Rarely is 
the weight of a load uniformly distributed. This condition will cause some overloading on certain rollers. 
Always plan for the worst case. Either specify closer center spacing or a higher capacity roller to 
accommodate unexpected variation. 
-- 
Minimum of 3 rollers Less than 3 mlktrs load More than 3 rollers needed 
under bottom surlacs in unslaMe nd ME not under Rexibla boltom surface 
cmrn 
. . ..... . . . . .. . . - 
contacting bottom 
2.4 ROLLER CAPACITY 
To determine minimum acceptable roller capacity, divide the weight of the heaviest load by the 
minimum number of rollers that will be carrying the load. 
Roller Capacity = Weight of load 
Number of rollers carrying load 
Many products have conveying surfaces that are not exactly flat. To compensate for this, it is 
recommended that only two-thirds of the rollers be assumed to support the full weight of the product. 
Therefore, to determine the required capacity of each roller, it is necessary to take the weights of the 
various products being conveyed and divide by two-thirds of the rollers under the product. 
For example, consider a 20" long product weighing 80 pounds. Determine the roller spacing by 
dividing the product length by three rollers (20 " I  3 rollers = 6.67" roller centers). Since there are three 
rollers under the product, assume that only two-thirds actually support the load. That is, 213 x 3 rollers = 2 
rollers supporting the 80 Ib. product. The required capacity is 40 Ibs. per roller (80 Ibs. divided by 2 
rollers). 
If drop loading is a factor, rollers with greater capacity should be selected. There are several 
alternatives for achieving the required capacity: (I .) use higher capacity bearings, (2.) select heavier 
gauge rollers, or (3.) specify closer roller center-to-center spacing. 
Roller capacities vary with diameter (capacity increases as roller diameter increases). In selecting 
rollers, it is also important to note the material characteristics. Steel rollers have a higher capacity than 
aluminum rollers; aluminum rollers resist corrosion better than plain steel. Choose a galvanized or zinc 
plated roller to prevent rusting in wet, humid environments. A plastic coating on a roller can reduce shock, 
will not mar or scratch surfaces of conveyed products, and resists moisture. Selection of heavier gauge 
rollers results in a decrease in frame capacity because of the increased weight, but impact damage is 
reduced. 
Other considerations include conveyor usage (light duty, medium duty, or heavy duty) and the type 
load to be moved (light cartons, boxes, metal, pallets, abrasive loads, etc.). 
2.5 CONVEYOR FRAME CAPACITY 
Frame requirements should be carefully determined to avoid potential damage caused by 
overloading. It is generally suggested to over-design the conveyor frames to allow for extra loading. As an 
alternative to increasing frame size, locating supports on closer centers is a way to increase frame 
capacity. In addition, the required capacity per support should be determined. The weight of the frame 
must be considered when calculating required support capacities. 
Table 2. Procedure for determining frame capacities 
Step 1. Determine the maximum total load that the conveyor will encounter (live load). When determining conveyor 
loading, always consider the worst possible loading condition. The conveyor loading, expressed in pounds per foot, 
can be obtained by one of the following methods: 
1. A single heavy load in the center of a span will cause twice as much deflection as the same weight distributed 
over the length of the span. In such cases, divide the total maximum load on the conveyor by the conveyor length 
between supports (e.g., 10'). 
Total load on conveyor (Ibs.) 
Conveyor loading = 
Conveyor length between 
supports (ft.) 
2. When product is back-to-back on the conveyor, the conveyor loading is a function of product weight and product 
length. 
Product weight (Ibs.) 
Conveyor loading = 
Product length (ft.) 
Step 2. Determine the dead load requirements (weight of the frame and rollers) for the span. 
Step 3. The total frame capacity requirement is the sum of the live and dead loads. Check the standard frames' 
maximum capacities. If a standard frame capacity provides the capacity required, use it. If total capacity exceeds 
the standard capacities, consider supporting the span on 5' centers or using a heavier roller which provides a 
heavier frame. 
Step 4. Determine conveyor support requirements including the weight of the frame plus rollers, along with the live 
load to determine the required capacity of the supports. 
For shock loads consider 
hlgher capacity frame or 
supports at 5'-0' instead 
of the standard 10'-0' 
centem. 
I (500 LBS.) M N L Y  DISiRIBUTED LOAD I 
TOTAL 
CONVEYOR 
SECTION 
WEIGHT 
200 LBS. H FRAME (CAPACITY 100 LBSJFOOT) H J-L L1 
Ltve Load 500 Ibs. + 10'-0' - 50 Ibsm. 
Frame Capaclty 1000 Ibs. + 10'-0' = 100 Ibsm. 
Less Conveyor Weioht 200 Ibs. + 10'-0' = (-) 20 b s m .  
Maximum Uve Load 80 Ibsm. 
2.6 CONVEYOR WIDTH 
For conveyors consisting of only straight conveyor sections, the recommended conveyor width is 2 
inches wider than the width of the widest load to be moved on the conveyor. If curved sections are 
needed, the conveyor width must be based on the swing the load requires to stay within the conveyor 
frame. To determine the required distance between the conveyor frames for curved sections, use the 
following formula: 
D = ((load width + radius12+ (load 1en~th12)~)"~- (radius -2) 
Where D is the inside frame dimension, radius refers to the inside radius of the curve, and load width 
and length are maximum values. 
This formula gives the minimum between frame width. Use the same width for straight sections. An 
example is shown below. 
When guard rails are installed allow extra width for 
curves to avoid friction on guard rail. Can handle loads wider lhan conveyor width 
Maximum load w l t h  = b&-to-badrx 125 
When guard rails are installed on conveyor frame allow minimum 
1" on each side between product and guard rail. 
2.7 GRAVITY GRADES AND CURVES 
For gravity to generate movement of a package, the force of gravity must be sufficient to overcome 
the resistance of the rollers involved. The grade required for a gravity conveyor to operate is affected by 
several factors. Roller weight influences the grade. It takes more force to start heavier rollers, but once 
they are turning they will continue to rotate for a longer period of time. When a series of loads enter a 
gravity roller conveyor, the first load(s) must overcome roll inertia to start the rolls turning; subsequent 
loads encounter rotating rolls and will accelerate. If two rollers of equal weight have different diameters, 
the larger diameter will require less grade. Bearing construction also affects the grade. Non-precision 
bearings require fewer grades than precision bearings. Grease-packed or regreasable bearings are 
generally not used for graded conveyors. Product weight is a factor. The heavier the package, the less 
grade is required. 
Grade requirements are extremely variable, depending on the size of the roller and type of bearing as 
well as the size, weight, and carrying surface of the loads. Generally, heavier loads and items with 
smooth hard 1" bottoms require less grade. Experience and testing are the only practical methods of 
determining the proper grade of a gravity conveyor. Suppliers typically provide a list of suggested grades 
for a variety of conditions. 
There are several types of curved sections available. Tapered curves maintain product orientation as 
it flows through the curve. Double lane curves are suitable if some misalignment is acceptable. Straight 
rollers do not maintain orientation, but are suitable for drum or other cylindrical items conveyed on end. 
TAPERED ROLLER DOUBLE ROLLER-DIFFERENTIAL SINGLE ROLLER 
In selecting curves for roller conveyor, a number of variables require consideration. 
1. Load Considerations. Load characteristics (size, shape, weight, product uniformity, and conveying surface of 
the load will affect how the load is conveyed through a curve. 
2. Product Width. Many times, curves in a system will dictate the width of the conveyor for the entire 
system, in that the product may require additional space to make the turn. The additional space depends 
on the width and length of the product. The basic principle is that the inside radius should be greater than 
the length of the product. 
3. Product Length. For curves, the roller centers on the inside rail are closer together than on the 
outside rail. Therefore, the wider the conveyor, the more rollers that are required in the curve to keep the 
roller centers at a minimum. This fanning effect is an important consideration when choosing curves. 
4. Product Weight. Product weight is a primary factor in determining roller capacity requirements, roller 
spacing, and frame capacity requirements for curves as well as for straight section. The rollers and 
frames selected for curves must be compatible with the straight sections. Roller capacities must be 
checked. Supports are required at both ends of a curve as well as at the midpoint if the curve is over 45". 
5. Load Speed. The speed of the conveyor line must be kept under control to keep loads from being 
thrown from the conveyor as it enters the curve. 
6. Load positioning. Any load negotiating a curve must undergo some physical twisting on the wheels or 
rollers to result in a turned load. This requires load separation so that each load can make the curve. If a 
curve discharges a load within five degrees of the relative position with which it was received, the curve is 
cnncirlprprl pffectivp 
2.8 ACCESSORIES 
Accessory equipment adds flexibility to the use of gravity wheel and roller conveyors. These 
components are incorporated into basic conveyors for turns, transfers, and control of materials moving over 
the conveyor system. Some examples are illustrated below. 
Carton Stops 
Fixed and removable carton stops and 
retarding plates are available to stop boxes , 
cartons, etc. "Dead" type stops and 
retarding plates, which are simply placed 
on the roller bed, are illustrated. 
DEAO STOPS 
Brake Hollers I 
Brake rollers also provide a means of stopping product flow. 
Spurs and Switches 
Spurs and switches provide a means of diverting or converging items. 
SPUR JUWC11OM - Gonverglno, 
Straight and C u w l  Types. 
COWVERGING SWOIS - 
Cunwd and Straight Types. 
3 
Gate Sections 
n-- - 4 \ 
\ \ 
\ \ \ Manual and spring-balanced gates can be used 
\ \ \ with gravity conveyors to permit movement of \ \ 
\ \ \ personnel or equipment. 
L 
Extendible and portable gravity conveyors 
permit flexibility in shipping and receiving 
areas, as well as in other locations. 
Ball Transfers 
Ball transfer tables or beds are used for 
manual movement or positioning of 
material at a workstation or between 
conveyor lines. 
Supports 
Flexibility is provided by a variety of floor and ceiling supports. 
CEILING HUNG 
SUPPORTS 
3.0 GRAVITY WHEEL CONVEYORS 
3.1 WHEEL SELECTION 
A wheel conveyor is used in light duty applications. There are two primary types of frames and 
wheels available: 
1. Galvanized steel frame with galvanized wheels- used in more permanent applications and 
more vigorous use. 
2. Aluminum frame with aluminum wheels- provides lightweight portability and durability. 
3.2 WHEEL SPACING 
A wheel conveyer is composed of a series of wheels mounted to a common axle supported in a 
frame. The axles are located on centers at fixed intervals, and the number of wheels per axle vary with 
conveyor width. 
In evaluating the requirements which must be satisfied for a load to be conveyed on a wheel conveyor, 
the overriding consideration must be the footprint of the load and the reaction of the load to its weight 
pressing down on the multiple point contacts. For example, an orange crate could hang on a wheel and 
not start from its stopped position. Individual suppliers can provide additional information on the particular 
requirements of their wheel conveyors. 
Axle spacings vary but are typically 1 112 inch, 3 inch, or 4 inch. Certainly other variations are possible but 
those are the most popular for standard offerings. Wheel spacings across the width vary also. For 
dense patters where product size is small or where load requirement is high the wheels may be as little 
as 1 314 inch centers. Other applications where load requirement is light and it is desirable to keep cost 
down and keep the conveyor weight down, the wheels may be up to 6" or 8" centers. 
3.3 BEARING SELEC'I'ION 
Bearing choices in skate wheel conveyor is important but also the material the wheel is constructed 
from is important. You have to not only consider the load that will have to carry but also how much force 
is required to make the wheel turn. The force to make the wheel to run is a factor of friction in the bearing 
and the inertial of the wheel. Bearings are typically non-precision ball bearings with light lubrication. 
Materials include steel, stainless steel, and composite plastics. The composite wheels often are designed 
to turn directly on the axle with no ball bearing. Special axle coatings are offered in some cases to lessen 
the friction of the wheel on the axle. The aluminum and composite wheels offer less inertia so packages 
may flow at less decline angle. The steel wheels offer higher load capacities. There are also rubber and 
urethane tires offered for placement on the steel and aluminum wheels to use when it is undesirable to 
have metal in contact with the conveyed products. 
Wheel diameters are typically 1 15116 inch for package handling. Wheel diameters are approximately 
2 118" for applications where rubberlurethane tires are applied. Wheel diameters of 2 112 inches are 
available for heavy duty applications such as pallet handling. 
3.4 WHEEL CAPACITY 
The specific capacity depends upon the material used for the wheel. For example, one supplier offers a 
capacity of 30 Ibs. for steel wheels and 15 Ibs. for aluminum wheels. 
3.5 CONVEYOR FRAME CAPACITY 
The capacities for the two types of frames are: 
1. Steel frames with supports on 10' centers, 260 to 350 Ibs. 
2. Steel frames with supports on 5' centers, 1000 to 1300 Ibs. 
3. Aluminum frames with supports on 10' centers, 80 to 120 Ibs. 
4. Aluminum frames with supports on 5' centers, 350 to 530 Ibs. 
3.6 CONVEYOR WIDTH 
Wheel conveyers are available in standard overall widths: 12", 18" and 24". The wheels extend above 
the frame to allow the loads to overhang the conveyor. The width of the load should not exceed the width 
of the conveyor by more than 25%. 
3.7 GRADES AND CURVES 
Grades required for conveying cartons will vary with the weight of the carton and the conditions of its 
conveying surface. Full cases and cartons will convey satisfactorily on grades of 3" per 10' section or 3" 
per 90" curve. Empty cartons or cases require about 4" per 10' section. Extremely light articles, loosely 
tied articles, or soft bottomed articles require much steeper grades. 
An advantage of wheel conveyors over roller conveyors is that the load being conveyed better maintains 
its original lateral position during travel. As a load makes the curve, the individual wheels provide a 
turning action which enables the load to maintain its original orientation. The required width for a turn is 
based on the load dimensions. The balance of the conveyor should be the same width as selected for the 
curve. 
For consideration of sloped applications of wheel conveyors, refer to the discussion for selecting roller 
conveyor grades in section 2.7 
Other Brochures available from MHIA Conveyor Product Section. 
Conveyor Accumulation Brochure. 
Informational brochure, developed by the Conveyor Product Section of MHIA to set forth considerations 
for planning accumulation in conveyor systems. It presents, in a logical sequence, steps which must be 
taken by a prospective user to develop an effective and productive conveyor accumulation system. 
Considerations for Planning Conveyor Sortation Systems. 
This 16-page booklet discusses the sortation function as achieved through the use of various types of 
conveyor equipment. Text explains how to determine your sortation systems needs and reviews all types 
of sort devices available from member of the Conveyor Product Section of MHIA. 
Application Guidelines for Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors. 
Informational booklet developed by the Conveyor Product Section of MHIA. Text sets forth considerations 
for the planning and application of vertical reciprocating conveyors. It consists of 28 pages and numerous 
line drawings. 
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Executive Summary 
The importance of "getting the right product to the right place, at the right time, in the right quantity, at the 
right cost" is explored in the context of retail operations. The retail market consists of approximately 1.5 million 
outlets (stores) that are supplied by several hundred thousand producers and wholesalers. Certain trends in retail 
commerce are taking place, including: (1) direct-to-store shipments instead of shipping to a distribution center, (2) 
just-in-time deliveries to keep store inventories low, (3) point-of- sale monitoringldemand based replishment by 
suppliers, (4) store ready load, (5) RFlD (radio frequency identification), (6) reverse logistics, and (7) the growing 
impact of the Internet on retail commerce. 
The producers that supply retailers and the carriers that deliver the goods are being forced to change 
their operations to cope with these trends. Among the changes occurring are the following: (1 ) smaller shipment 
sizes to stores, which means more material and carton handling by producers and carriers, (2) inventory placed in 
motion rather than being held statically in warehouses, (3) high throughput demands, (4) more flexibility in 
manufacturing to handle the smaller order sizes, (5) more automation not only in the physical production and 
handling of products, but also in the information systems such as ECR (efficient customer response) that support 
these operations, and (6) increased use of integrated transportation services provided by carriers and shippers. 
Electronic commerce, especially via the Internet, is forcing companies to further alter their business 
processes. In less than five years, electronic commerce in goods and services is expected to reach about $316 
billion annually in the U.S. The volume of commerce is currently (2004) around $69.2 billion. The changes 
include: (1) direct-to-consumer shipment of products, eliminating the retail store from the transaction loop, (2) less 
retail distribution operations due to direct-to-store and direct-to-customer shipments, (3) greater emphasis on 
cross-docking, and (4) emergence of new distribution mechanisms. 
The final section of the report examines alternative material handling technologies that will be used by 
producers to deal with these trends and changes. Conveyors are likely to be the material handling equipment of 
choice among producers, owing to the variety of equipment available and the ease with which the equipment can 
be integrated into automated handling and management information systems. 
Introduction 
Consumers are generally unaware of all the activities that are required to put the goods that they want 
into their hands. They are not conscious of the complex infrastructure that exists to supply the retail store. They 
simply expect products to be waiting for them when they walk into the store. Retailers try very hard to make sure 
the products are indeed available to be purchased. Today, "Efficient Customer Response" (ECR) and "Customer 
Satisfaction" are important standards that retailers live by. They know that if customers can't find what they want 
in one store, there are other stores to shop in. 
There is an objective in material handling that can be stated as follows: 
"Get the right material to the right place, at the right time, in the right quantity, at the right cost." 
The objective applies equally well in retailing, distribution, supply chain logistics, and production. It is the essence 
of efficient customer response and customer satisfaction: 
"Get the right product to the right place, at the right time, and at a price that is attractive to the 
customer." 
Getting the product from producer to consumer traditionally involves a long procedure consisting of many 
steps and stops, as illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 1. In general, the producer (manufacturer) processes 
materials and/or assembles components that are received from raw material suppliers and parts fabricators. The 
product is then shipped either to its own warehouse or direct to a distribution center or wholesaler, from which it 
travels to a retail warehouse, then to the retail store, where it is purchased by the consumer. Using "point-of-sale" 
information systems, the actual purchase usually triggers a resupply order back to the producer. The resupply 
order may go directly back to the producer, or it may follow a reverse route back through the same stopping 
points traveled by the product in getting to the retail store. Only the physical flow of the product is shown in our 
diagram; none of the supporting information and communication flow is shown. 
Figure 1 - The conventional supply chain between producer and final consumer includes several warehouses and 
the retail store. 
Raw materials and 
components 
I Producer I 
I Producer Warehouse I 
Customer 
Retail sales in the United States totaled $3,399 billion in 2003 (the latest year for which complete data are 
available). The breakdown of this total is shown in Table 1. The size and complexity of the procedure involved in 
getting the products from the producer to the associated retail outlet is suggested by the fact that there are 
hundreds of thousands of producers, more than a million retail outlets (stores)', and thousands of transportation 
companies (carriers) moving the items. The situation is depicted in Figure 2. Note the appearance of a funnel in 
our diagram of the distribution system, consisting as it does of a large number of producers supplying an even 
larger number of retailers through a much smaller number of transportation companies. Indeed, the actual 
operation of the distribution system often displays characteristics of a funnel, and the flow of goods is often 
restricted and delayed by the transportation infrastructure. A good example is the ongoing shipping bottleneck 
issue of the Los Angeles Port. 
1 In fact there are approximately 1.1 million retailers and 438, 924 wholesalers that make up the marketing 
infrastructure in the United States. (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, County Business Patterns, Annual-Wholesale 
and Retail Trade-Establishments, Employees, and Payroll by State) 
Table 1 - Retail sales in the United States in 2004 in $ billions (Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Estimated 
Annual Retail and Food Services Sales by kinds of Business: 1992 through 2004 
Durable goods: 
Building materials, and garden equipment & supplies dealers 
Motor Vehicle and parts dealers 
Furniture and home furnishings stores 
Electronics and appliance stores 
Sporting goods, hobby, book, and music stores 
Total durable goods 
Nondurable goods: 
General merchandise (department stores, etc.) 503 
Food and beverage stores 498 
Gasoline stations 32 1 
Clothing and clothing access, stores 190 
Food services and drinking places 380 
Health and personal care stores 205 
Miscellaneous store retailers 108 
Non-store retailers (e.g., Electronic shopping and mail order) 233 
Total nondurable goods 2,438 
Total retail 3,902 
Figure 2 - Funnel-shaped distribution system between producers and retail outlets consists of a limited number of 
transportation companies. 
7 Producerslrnanufacturers (several hundred thousand) I 
I I 
1 \\ 
Retail outlets ( 1  million) I 7 
What are the Trends? 
Competition among retailers to provide customer satisfaction and lowest possible price, and yet maintain 
profitability, is driving retailers to seek economies and efficiencies in their operations. Twenty- first century 
business operations are, and increasingly will become, all about responsiveness. Retail senior management is 
demanding higher order performance from its own supply chain or those of their suppliers. For instance, the large 
retailers have already negotiated the lowest possible prices from their suppliers. Forcing even lower prices will 
drive suppliers out of business. Yet, supply chain performance has not met expectations pursuing traditional 
inventory management and forecasting practices. So, where will future savings come from? In response, retailers 
have taken major initiatives aimed at increasing supply chain responsiveness to meet or exceed consumer 
purchase preferences. Certain trends are apparent in the way retailers are working with their suppliers and 
carriers. 
Direct-to-store shipments. Suppliers are being asked to ship their products directly to the retail store, rather 
than to an intermediate distribution center (DC). This often means shipping to hundreds of stores instead of a 
single DC. It means that products must be packaged and handled in smaller unit loads by the supplier and 
carrier-carton shipments instead of pallet shipments. Instead of one large truck delivering from supplier 
directly to a DC, one or more trucks must make multiple stops over a wide geographical area. LTL shippers 
must be used rather than bulk carriers. Direct-to store shipments tend to streamline the supply chain, as 
suggested by comparing Figure 3 with previous Figure 1. 
Figure 3 - Direct-to-store shipments from the producer reduce the components in the supply chain. Compare this 
with previous Figure 1. 
Raw materials and 
components 
I Retail Store 1 
I Customer I 
Just-in-time deliveries. Instead of the retailer maintaining large inventories of final products in the store or at 
the warehouse, suppliers and carriers are being forced to deliver products to stores more frequently, in 
smaller quantities, and scheduling them to arrive just-in-time before stock-outs occur at the retailer. 
Point-of-sale monitoring/ demand based replenishment. Suppliers are being required to connect into the 
retailer's point of sale systems, so that the supplier is responsible for maintaining the desired level of stock on 
hand at the retailer. Demand planning software allows capturing of all the detail transactions from number of 
items purchased to demand elasticity. By re-engineering the demand signals with all the functions that flow 
back through the supply chain and by streaming the forecast cycle time, vast improvements have been 
realized in forecasting accuracy and future demand prediction. 
Store Ready Load (the "last 30 yards to the store shelf"). The logic and planning tools provided in the 
execution software at the distribution center can accommodate strategic order fulfillment such that 
merchandise is routed to the truck in a more store friendly configuration including labeling and promotional 
making. Loads can be picked and packed to match the store Plano-gram. Loads can be arranged by 
department, zone, family grouping, aisle, or shelf. This strategy accommodates productive store 
replenishment activities resulting in effective operation of the supply chain and lower "landed cost". 
RFlD (Radio Frequency Identification). Another emerging technology that is enabling dramatic 
improvements in visibility is Radio Frequency Identification. RFlD is a technology that uses radio waves to 
identify a product or other information on a microchip that is attached to a RFlD tag. RFlD tags enable a 
supply chain 'track and trace' capability to be created. Tags are either 'active' or 'passive'. Active tags 
transmit information to receiving stations and passive tags are read by scanners as they move through the 
chain. This increases the extent and quality of supply chain connectivity by linking members of an integrated 
supply chain and increasing access to historical and strategic information concerning sales, inventory, 
shipment status and promotion plans. Today, RFlD chips are overwhelmingly used in warehouse and supply 
chain application, tracking crates and pallets. As the cost of these tags falls, and as more and more 
organizations require their suppliers to use them, then the adoption of this technology will accelerate. For 
example, Wal-Mart and the US Defense Department demand to utilize RFlD have already had an impact on 
the rate of adoption. 
Reverse logistics is the movement of return merchandise from customers back to suppliers. A wide variety 
of events can stimulate the need for reverse product movement in a supply chain. Among the most common 
are expiration dates, damage, recalls, overstocks, and new product failures. Reverse logistics gains 
increasing attention globally for its promising financial potential as a sustainable growth alternative and the 
positive environmental impact it could have. For instance, regulators in both the European Union and the 
United States are tightening up on product disposal. The European Union is proposing an integrated policy to 
harmonize the various policies that have been implemented in member countries in order to lower the 
environmental impact of products at various stages of their life cycle. The reverse logistics challenge is of 
sufficient magnitude that many firms engaged in mass distribution use specialized facilities or third party 
logistics service firms to perform this essential aspect of operations. Third party logistics (3PL) is an 
outsourced provider that manages all or a significant part of logistics requirements and performs 
transportation, locating and sometimes product consolidation activities. 
Effects on Suppliers (Producers) 
These trends reflect the efforts of retailers to force suppliers (manufacturers) to assume more and more 
responsibilities in managing the supply chain. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., is the consummate retailer and supply chain 
manager. Virtually all of the above trends are represented in its operations. Suppliers are required to assume 
many of the costly warehousing and shipping activities that would traditionally be carried out by the retailer. As an 
example, many suppliers are required to analyze weekly sales statistics 
for their products at Wal-Mart stores, forecast the demand for the products, and then stock the shelves at the 
stores with the right quantities of those products. To get an idea of Wal-Mart's dominance in retailing, take a look 
at the sales and related statistics in Table 2. 
Table 2 - 2004 Annual sales and related statistical data for the ten largest retail companies in the United States 
(Source: Mergent Online http://www.mergentonline.com/comparisonreport~results.asp) 
Companv 2004 Sales Revenue Average Growth 2004 Net Income 
Wal-Mart 
Home Depot 
Kroger 
Costco 
Target 
Albertsons 
Walgreen 
Lowe's 
Sears, Roebuck 
Safeway 
($ billions) 
288.0 
73.1 
56.4 
48.1 
46.8 
39.9 
37.5 
36.5 
36.1 
35.8 
(Three years) 
11.8% 
11 .O% 
4.2% 
11.3% 
1 1.9% 
5.2% 
15.1% 
15.9% 
-3.6% 
1.3% 
($ millions) 
10,267 
5,001 
-1 00 
882 
3,198 
444 
1,360 
2,176 
-507 
560 
It is clear that the trends in retailing will impact the supply chain and its components, the producers and 
carriers that connect producers to retailers. Let us examine the effects on these components: 
Carton handling requirements will increase as a result of smaller shipment sizes. Direct-to-store 
shipment of products will reduce the need for retailers to use large distribution centers, with all of the 
associated handling and storage at these centers. Instead, suppliers will have to assume these 
responsibilities. Smaller shipment sizes means smaller unit loads, which mean more unit loads for the same 
total volume of products, and this means more material handling. Suppliers and carriers will have to cope with 
a much greater level of handling activity than before when large bulk quantities were shipped. 
Parcel sortation will migrate from order handling to shipment routing. When large quantities of goods 
must be delivered from supplier to a single distribution center, maximum efficiency is obtained by collecting 
the items into a single large order and shipping that order as a large unit load (by train or truck or other large 
volume carrier). This is known as the "Unit Load Principle" in material handling. When the same quantities 
must be shipped to many individual destinations (retail stores) over a wide geographical area, optimizing the 
shipping route becomes the principal problem. This can be solved by using 3PL (third party logistics) 
providers or Multi-Shipper Consolidation services. Multi-Shipper Consolidation - the joint shipment of two 
or more shippers products through collaboration to build the full shipment to a customer they jointly service. 
Inventory will be placed in motion. With smaller shipment sizes, orders must be delivered more frequently, 
with less inventory accumulation at the supplier and the retailer. Instead of inventory remaining in a static 
location for long periods of time, it will be placed in motion between the producer and retai~er.~ 
More information on the inventory issue and the effect of "inventory turns" can be obtained from the American 
Production and lnventory Control Society (APICS). Check their website at www.apics.org. 
Throughput demands can be expected to rise dramatically. Another response arising from the above 
trends is the need for the producer to reduce manufacturing lead-time or throughput time -the time 
between when an order is received from the customer and when the goods are shipped to the customer. 
Smaller lot sizes and reduced setup times help in this regard. Other contributors include more efficient 
scheduling and more responsive suppliers working with the producer. Time spent in transport is also an 
important component of the total time between customer order and receipt of the product to the customer. So, 
in addition to manufacturers, carriers must also demonstrate quick response (QR) capability in their role in the 
supply chain. 
More flexibility in manufacturing will be required. With the requirement for smaller shipment sizes, just-in- 
time deliveries, compliance labeling and special marking of packages, and more diversity in products 
(product proliferation, as it is sometimes called), producers will have to learn how to manufacture in smaller 
lot sizes, in some cases, lot sizes of one. To be successful, this means shorter changeover times on 
production equipment between different products. Decreasing changeover times alter the economics of large 
lot production. When the changeover time is large, economics dictates that the associated cost be spread 
over a large quantity of items produced. The most economical lot size can be calculated. The formula is called 
the economic order quantity equation (or EOQ equation). By reducing changeover time and cost, the 
economic manufacturing lot size can be reduced. If changeover time can be reduced sufficiently it becomes 
economical to produce in lot sizes of one. Producers that can do this are successful at flexible manufacturing. 
Manufacturers will require automation to implement retailers' ECR. Efficient customer response at the 
retail level requires maximum efficiency throughout the supply chain, which includes the operations of the 
producer and the carrier. To maximize the producer's efficiency, certain operations are likely to require 
automation. This certainly includes the producer's information system that supports order handling, customer 
service, billing, and production. But it will also require automation of the physical processes in manufacturing 
and material handling. 
Transportation integration. Integrated transportation services provided by carriers and shippers. Carriers 
and shippers are looking for new technology to improve both transport efficiency and effectiveness. 
Increased Visibility ensures continuous positive tracking of shipment in transit and absolute time of arrival 
(ATA) by using technology with tracking capabilities. Closed Loop Planning encompasses a wide variety of 
techniques designed to increase routing and maximizing asset utilization by concentrating on the backhaul 
end of transportation lanes. Customer Paid Distribution costs. A supplier would be responsible for 
transportation including selecting the carrier and assuming the risk of shipment in transit, thus saving the 
mark up that the supplier adds to the carrier costs, and allowing consolidation to one or fewer carriers to 
obtain the best rates. Transportation Network Optimization involves periodic re-mapping of the 
transportation network. As the velocity of flow changes, and suppliers change, the transportation network may 
need adjustment for increased optimization. For operations that utilize cross-docking, additional transportation 
optimization can be obtained with the use of Pool Points. Pool Points are regional location points where 
freight is "pooled" for more efficient transportation to a destination. 
The Internet-Retail and Supply Operations Will Never be the Same 
One of the most significant trends in business and commerce is the growing use of the Internet. It is very 
quickly replacing many of the transactions previously done through electronic data interchange (EDI), while 
finding a growing number of new applications. Without question, the Internet will stimulate fundamental changes 
in the way producers and consumers do business. More than 400,000 firms have established websites to 
advertise their wares on the Internet, in the hope that being there means they can sell everywhere. This certainly 
seems to be true. According to Computer Industry Almanac Inc., the worldwide number of lnternet users 
surpassed 1 billion in 2005. The 2 billion lnternet users milestone is expected in 201 1. The U.S. continues to lead 
with nearly two hundred million lnternet users at year-end 2 0 0 5 . ~ ~  recent study conducted by the Momentum 
Research Group found that organizations in the United States currently deploying lnternet business solutions 
realized cumulative cost savings of $155 billion over a three year period. The study further estimated that they 
expect to realize $0.5 trillion in cost savings once all lnternet business solutions have been fully implemented by 
201 o . ~  lnternet sales are expected to account for roughly 12% of total retail sales; total electronic commerce (E- 
commerce) is projected to reach $316 billion by the year 2010, as forecasted by Forrester Research, ~ n c . ~  
Companies are using the lnternet not only to advertise themselves and their products, but also to 
streamline their business processes. Using the Net, companies can link directly to their suppliers, factories, and 
distributors. By doing so, they are accelerating many of the time-consuming and labor intensive procedures in 
product design, order delivery, sales tracking, customer service, inventory control, and even in manufacturing. 
These two applications of the Internet, (1) direct commerce between buyer and seller and (2) making 
business processes more efficient, are expected to have a dramatic impact on virtually all businesses and 
business operations. However, certain industries and business functions will be affected the most. Two examples 
of industries that are being affected are travel agencies and stockbrokers. Why book travel arrangements through 
an agency when you can make reservations at the best prices for air travel, hotel, car rental, and other travel- 
related activities directly over the Net? Why buy or sell stocks through a stockbroker at high commission rates 
when you can do your own research over the Net and then execute the desired transactions on-line at very low 
commissions. As more and more people become familiar with using the Internet, there will be less and less need 
for travel agents and stockbrokers. 
The effect is called disintermediation, which simply means reducing or eliminating the intermediate 
levels between customer and supplier - doing away with middlemen. The lnternet promotes disintermediation 
between the original manufacturer of a product and the final consumer who buys that product. It brings the 
purchaser and the producer into direct connection. This will benefit the consumer who buys that product. It brings 
the purchaser and the producer into direct connection. This will benefit the consumer by being able to shop 
around easily on-line and quickly compare prices and features of products from a host of possible suppliers. It will 
benefit the producer by eliminating costly warehousing operations and paying high markups to distributors andlor 
retailers, thus allowing lower prices and higher profits at the same time. 
Electronic commerce via the lnternet will become increasingly important. Between 2005 and 201 0, the 
online retail category will experience a compound growth rate of 10% to 20°h, as forecasted by Forrester 
Research, ~ n c . ~  By around 2008, E-commerce will constitute as much as 6% of U.S. gross domestic product.' In 
certain industries such as computers, software, books, and catalog sales, the percentage of business done via 
the lnternet is likely to be much higher. Companies expecting to survive during the next decade will have to 
prepare themselves to engage in electronic commerce. 
3 Figure used based on Computerlndustry Almanac, Inc. http://www.c-i-a.comlprOlO6.htrn, http://www.c-i-a.cornlprl105.htm 
4~attorna, John (2003). Gower Handbook of Supply Chain Management (51h ed.). England: Burlington UT Aldershot, Hants. 
' ~ i ~ u r e s  u ed here are based on a Chain Store Age article [October 2004, p 411 www.chainstoreage.com 
'~ichard K Miller & Assoc, Inc. (2005), The 2005 Retail Business Market Research Handbook, [p 601. Norcross, GA: Author. 
'~stimate published in BuslnessWeek article [August 31, 1998, p. 108-91. 
How will the lnternet and disintermediation affect retail and supplier operations? The following are the likely 
effects: 
Direct shipments from manufacturer to the consumer will increase significantly. 
Direct ordering of a product from a supplier over the Internet means that the supplier will have to ship the item 
directly to the customer. This reduces the shipment size to one item, not a carton, not a pallet load, and not a 
truckload. Whatever steps manufacturers take to handle smaller order sizes will be tested to the limit. The 
U.S. Postal Service and companies such as United Parcel Service and Federal Express should benefit from 
this new retail paradigm. Direct-to-customer shipments will further streamline the supply chain, as indicated in 
Figure 4. 
Figure 4 - Direct-to-customer shipment removes the retail outlet from the supply chain. Compare this with 
previous Figures 1 and 3. 
Raw materials and 
components 
I Customer 1 
Greater demand for cross-docking. The term cross-docking refers to the procedure of receiving goods at 
a warehouse or distribution center and immediately sending these goods to the customer, bypassing storage. 
The customary functions in warehousing are (1) receiving, (2) storing, (3) picking, and (4) shipping. Cross- 
docking eliminates steps (2) and (3). 
Retail distribution operations will likely downsize. As direct-to-store and direct-to-customer shipments 
increase, giant retailers like Wal-Mart will have less need for distribution centers. Why do products need to be 
shipped into, stored in, and shipped from huge central distribution warehouses when suppliers are shipping 
direct to the store? The same question must be asked of suppliers and manufacturers that operate large 
distribution centers. 
New distribution mechanisms may emerge. New ways of distributing products between producers and 
consumers may develop. These may evolve out of technologies that are today in their infancy or technologies 
that will be developed in the future, just as overnight package delivery was made possible by development of 
modern jet transport aircraft. 
Material Handling Systems in the Future Supply Chain 
The efficient movement of packages in volume necessitates the use of certain key technologies. 
Material handling is certainly one of those technologies. Material handling systems get the product to 
the right place. Other technologies are also required, working in harmony with material handling equipment and 
forming an integrated automated system. These other technologies are automatic identification, control systems, 
and information and communication systems. Automatic identification systems such as barcodes and RFlD 
ensure the right product in the right quantity. Control systems make sure the product gets there at the right time. 
Information and communication systems coordinate the other technologies into an integrated automated 
system. 
In this section of the white paper, we examine the material handling systems that are likely to be used by 
producers to cope with the preceding trends. In particular, the handling systems considered are those used to 
transport materials within a facility. Material transport equipment can be classified into five main categories, as 
defined in Table 3. In general each of the five major types is suited to its own range of material handling 
applications. Table 4 provides an overview of the characteristics and applications of the five main categories of 
material handling equipment. 
Table 3 -The five major types of material transport equipment used in material handling (source: Groover M. P. 
(2001), Automation, Production Systems, and Computer Integrated Manufacturing, (znd ed.). New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.) 
Transport equipment Description 
1 .  Industrial Trucks Two types: non-powered and powered. 
(a) Non-powered trucks are platforms or containers with wheels that are 
pushed or pulled by human workers. 
(b) Powered industrial trucks are steered by human workers. They provide 
mechanized movement of materials. 
2 .  Automated Guided 
Vehicles (AGVs) 
3. Monorails and other 
Rail Guided Vehicles 
4. Conveyors 
5 .  Cranes and Hoists 
Battery-powered, automatically steered vehicles that follow 
defined pathways in the floor. The pathways are unobtrusive. They 
are usually interfaced with other systems to achieve the full benefits of 
integrated automation. 
Self-propelled vehicles that ride on fixed rails either on the floor 
or suspended from the ceiling. Vehicles operate independently and 
are usually driven by electric motors which pick up power from an electrified 
rail. As with an AGVS, routing variations are possible. 
Large family of material transport equipment designed to move materials 
over fixed paths, generally in large quantities or volumes. Can be either non- 
powered or powered. Non-powered conveyors are activated either by 
humans or gravity. Powered conveyors are distinguished from other types of 
material transport equipment by the fact that the mechanical drive system is 
built into the fixed path. 
Handling devices for lifting, lowering, and transporting materials, often very 
heavy loads. Hoists accomplish vertical lifting; both manually operated and 
powered types are available. Cranes provide horizontal travel and generally 
include one or more hoists. 
Table 4 - Summary of features and applications of the five categories of material handling equipment (source: 
Groover, ibid.) 
I Material handling equipment Features Typical applications I 1 (a). Industrial trucks, manual Low cost Moving light loads in a factory 
Low rate of deliveries/hour 
1 (b). Industrial trucks, powered Medium cost Movement of pallet loads, palletized 
containers, 
in a factory or warehouse 
2. Automated guided vehicle High cost Moving pallet loads in factory or systems 
Battery-powered vehicles warehouse 
Flexible routing Moving work-in process along 
Nonobstructive pathways variable routes in low and medium 
production 
3. Monorails and other rail High cost Flexible routing Moving single assemblies, 
guided vehicles On-the-floor or overhead types products, or pallet loads along 
variable routes in a factory or 
warehouse 
4. Conveyors, powered Great variety of equipment Moving large quantities of items 
In floor, on-the-floor, or over fixed routes in a factory or 
overhead Mechanical power warehouse Moving products along a 
to move loads resides in pathway manual assembly line Sortation of 
items in a distribution center 
5. Cranes and hoists Lift capacities ranging up to Moving large, heavy items in 
more than 100 tons factories, mills, warehouses, etc. 
As Table 4 indicates, typical conveyor applications involve the movement of large quantities or volumes 
of materials over fixed routes. These are the kinds of applications envisioned for producers and suppliers 
operating in the future supply chain characterized by the trends and effects described above. The 
producer/manufacturer will be dealing with large volumes (high quantities) of products, and the routing of the 
products in production will be along defined paths, although variations in routing must be allowed for to 
accommodate flexibility. Sortation operations in distribution centers and warehouses will experience similar 
handling problems. 
Conveyors constitute one of the largest classes of material handling equipment. They are available in a 
wide variety of system designs for a great diversity of applications. The most common types of conveyor 
equipment are described in Table 5. In most cases, the equipment is sold as complete systems, customdesigned 
for the user's application. In many cases, the conveyor systems are integrated with computer controls and 
interfaced to the user company's information system. The purpose of Table 5 is to provide the reader (a producer 
or supplier in the future supply chain) with a basic understanding of conveyor equipment that might be used in an 
integrated automated material handling system. The reader is advised to seek the advice of a professional familiar 
1 with such systems, either a consultant who specializes in this area or a representative o f  one o f  the conveyor 
1 system manufacturers that supplies equipment and/or systems in this area. 
1 Table 5 - Basic categories of conveyor technologies (source: Groover, ibid.) 
Roller Conveyors. In a roller conveyor, a very common conveyor type, the pathway consists of a series of tubes 
(rollers) that are perpendicular to the direction of travel. The rollers are contained in a fixed frame that 
elevates the pathway above floor level. Elevations range from several inches to several feet. Flat pallets or 
tote pans carrying unit loads are moved forward as the rollers rotate. Roller conveyors are classified as 
powered or non-powered. Powered roller conveyors are driven by belts or chains. Non-powered roller 
conveyors are often driven by gravity, so that the pathway has a downward slope sufficient to overcome 
rolling friction. Roller conveyors are used in a wide variety of applications, including manufacturing, assembly, 
packaging, sortation, and distribution. 
Skate-wheel Conveyors. The operation of this conveyor type is similar to a roller conveyor. 
Instead of rollers, they have skate wheels rotating on shafts connected to a frame. The skate-wheels allow 
pallets or tote pans or other containers to roll along the pathway. Applications of skate-wheel conveyors are 
similar to roller conveyors, except that the loads must generally be lighter since the contacts between the 
loads and the conveyor are much more concentrated. Non-powered skate-wheel conveyors are frequently 
used to unload trucks and rail cars. 
Belt Conveyors. This type is available in two common forms: (1) flat belts for pallets, parts, or even certain types 
of bulk materials; and (2) troughed belts for bulk materials. Materials placed on the belt surface travel along 
the moving pathway. The belt is made into a continuous loop so that half its length is used for delivering 
materials, and the other half is the return loop. The flexible belt is supported by a frame that has rollers or 
support platens along its forward loop. At one end of the conveyor is a drive roll that powers the belt. 
Chain Conveyors. Chain conveyors consist of chain loops in an over-and-under configuration around powered 
sprockets at the ends of the pathway. One or more chains operating in parallel may be used to form the 
conveyor. The chains travel along channels in the floor that provide support for the flexible chain sections. 
Either the chains slide along the channel or they use rollers to ride in the channel. The loads are generally 
dragged along the pathway using bars that project up from the moving chain. 
Slat Conveyors. Slat conveyors use individual platforms, called slats, connected to a continuously moving chain. 
Although the drive mechanism is a powered chain, it operates much like a belt conveyor. Loads are placed on 
the slats and are transported along with them. Straight-line flows are common in slat conveyor systems. 
However, because of the chain drive and the capability to alter the chain direction using sprockets, the 
conveyor pathway can have turns in its continuous loop. 
Overhead Trolley Conveyors. A trolley in material handling is a wheeled carriage running on an overhead rail 
from which loads can be suspended. A trolley conveyor consists of multiple trolleys, usually equally spaced 
along a fixed track. The trolleys are connected together and moved along the track by means of a chain or 
cable which forms a complete loop. Suspended from the trolleys are hooks, baskets, or other carriers. The 
chain (or cable) is attached to a drive wheel that supplies power to move the chain at constant velocity. The 
conveyor path is determined by the configuration of the track system which has turns and possible changes in 
elevation. Overhead trolley conveyors are often used in factories to move parts and assemblies between 
major production departments. They can be used for both delivery and storage. 
Power-and-Free Overhead Trolley Conveyors. This conveyor type is similar to the preceding, except that the 
trolleys are capable of being disconnected from the drive chain. This is usually accomplished by usiqg two 
tracks, one above the other. The upper track contains the moving endless chain, and the trolleys which carry 
loads ride on the lower track. Each trolley includes a mechanism by which it can be connected to the drive 
chain or disconnected from it. When connected, the trolley is pulled along its track by the moving chain in the 
upper track. When disconnected, the trolley is idle. 
In-floor Towline Conveyors. These conveyors make use of four-wheel carts powered by moving chains or 
cables located in trenches in the floor. The chain or cable is called a towline; hence, the name of the 
conveyor. Pathways for the conveyor system are defined by the trench and cable, and the cable is driven as a 
powered pulley system. Switching between powered pathways is possible in a towline system to achieve 
flexibility in routing. The carts use steel pins that project below the floor surface into the trench to engage the 
chain for towing. The pin can be pulled out of the trench to disengage the cart for loading, unloading, 
switching, accumulation of parts, and manually pushing a cart off the main pathway. Towline conveyor 
systems are used in manufacturing plants and warehouses. 
Cart-on-Track Conveyor. Cart-on-track conveyors consist of individual carts riding on a track a few feet above 
floor level. The carts are driven by means of a rotating shaft whose axis is parallel to the track. A drive wheel, 
attached to the bottom of the cart and set at an angle to the rotating shaft, rests against it and drives the cart 
forward. The cart speed is controlled by regulating the angle of contact between the drive wheel and the 
spinning shaft. When the axis of the drive wheel is 45 degrees, the cart is propelled forward. When the axis of 
the drive wheel is parallel to the shaft, the cart does not move. Thus, control of the drive wheel on the cart 
allows power-and- free operation of the conveyor. One of the advantages of cart-on-track systems relative to 
many other conveyors is that the carts can be positioned with high accuracy. This permits their use for 
positioning work during production. Applications o'f cart-on-track systems include robotic spot welding lines in 
automobile body plants and mechanical assembly systems. 
Other Conveyor Types. Other types of conveyors include: chutes, ramps, and tubes, which are driven by gravity; 
and screw conveyors, vibrating systems, and vertical lift conveyors, which are powered. 
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